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COVERING...
SUMMARY OF OUR WORK & FINDINGS DURING THE PANDEMIC

summary
WHERE HAS OUR ENERGY BEEN
FOCUSED

Community Wellbeing
Partnering with Exeter City Council designing and delivering
Exeter Community Wellbeing - Asset Based Community
Development approach for individuals & organisations to
support each other.
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Community Connecting
(Social Prescribing)
Moving from a face to face offer to regular over the phone
support, maintaining our 5 Ways to Wellbeing focus: Connect,
Learn, Be Active, Take Notice & Give.
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Community Building
(Local Neighbourhood Support)
Continuing neighbourhood level roles - listening to residents,
supporting local support groups and coordinating resident needs
response.
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Physical Activity
(Community Physical Activity Organisers)
New roles that have reacted to what we are hearing from local
communities about physical activty and what's important to
them.
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community Wellbeing
Since March, Wellbeing Exeter has been
working very closely with Exeter City
Council to set up Exeter Community
Wellbeing, a mechanism that assists
individuals and community groups to
help and support each other at this
challenging time.
Online forms and telephone hotlines were
established early on in lockdown to help
people connect with local groups and the
wide range of support on offer across the
city.

Residents have been connected with local
volunteer networks for help with shopping,
food deliveries, prescriptions and phone
contact for those socially isolating.
These local groups have received support
from Wellbeing Exeter Community
Builders to mobilise, connect and develop.

The Contact Team also make referral to
Wellbeing Exeter Community Connectors .
Up to the 2nd July:
*1560 individuals requested support
*721 residents volunteered to help.

what are we noticing?
// 47% of those contacting the hotline for support describe themselves as having a
physical disability and 22% of these describe themselves as having an emotional or
mental health condition.
// 35% of our Community Connector Referrals have come from the Exeter Community

Wellbeing Team (@30th June).
// Needs at first mainly revolved

around shopping and
prescription needs, they are

now more related to
financial hardship and complex
needs.
// Community Builders are

invaluable where local
support groups don't exisit.
10.41% (131) of
individuals through have been
connected with their Builder
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community connecting
Continuing to follow the 5 Ways to
Wellbeing (Connect / Learn / Be
Active / Take Notice / Give)...
Finding new home-based hobbies
Connect with others virtually
Reflecting on what's important
Healthy eating ideas
Chances to get moving daily

Since lockdown, Community Connectors
have continued to provide tailored 1:1
support for people to manage and
improve their wellbeing.
Adapting their roles to maintain contact
through phone & video calls, they have
focused on:
Regular emotional support check-in
calls
Coaching, drawing on structured
templates for establishing healthy
routines to break up & manage the
isolation.
Mental well-being resources
Ensuring people follow correct advice
Encourage links with local support

Phone contact has been welcomed and
beneficial to most, however for some
communication by phone is difficult;
hearing, cognitive, mental health and
other health related issues as well as
lack of access to the internet or
unfamiliarity with technology can make
things hard.

what are we noticing...
// Connectors are missing the benefits of face to face interaction, which can help capture
subtleties, & enable them to better understand emotional needs & judge vulnerability
// The pandemic seems to have provided positive opportunities for change for some people,

much as these circumstances are proving highly challenging for others.
Positive Consequences:
Those already experiencing social isolation feel
more connected to others (neighbours, local support
groups, services), & less alone.
Some are thriving - Its offered a ‘ slowing down ’
of life for some – an opportunity to make changes
that previously didn’t seem possible, taking time,
having more control .
Negative Consequences:
Many are struggling with the isolation &
anxiety that the lock-down have caused.
Disconnection from their usual support networks,

both informal & formal.
Connectors have described lengthy calls with
people emotionally distressed & struggling to cope .
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community building
Community Builders, who quickly adapted
to home-working, have played a key part
in supporting the community response
to Covid-19.

As local Covid support teams developed

The quick and comprehensive response by
neighbourhoods can be attributed, in part,
to the foundations and values of assetbased community development that the
Builders have been fostering and nurturing
over the last 3 years.

The Builders hyper-local approach

Their original role has largely continued;
communicating at neighbourhood level,
mapping and linking in with the selforganising that was emerging.

across the city, Builders were a part of
these, working with, building networks,

mapping and sharing information and
stories through social media.

enabled them to map the varied responses
in different areas and tailor their
involvement accordingly.

For example, some areas have key
established organisations and associations
who are able to lead, while in others this
was a gap where a more pro-active coordination role from the Builder was
required.

what are we noticing...
// What Builders are hearing from residents: people are ‘Enjoying quieter & safer streets ’ &
'Exploring & connecting to their local green space & local assets ’
// Builders are seeing people stepping forward rather that stepping back & creating new
opportunities for community connections
// As Local groups & networks have become established & are coming together in new ways:
In the long term this may result in more positive community action through the new
connections.
Resident assistance & assets are collaborating to respond to the context .
Conservations are leading to new 'Ideas into Action' i.e pop-up libraries, community
pantries & creative projects .
Volunteer skills are being utilised & shared to match needs .
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physical activity
The newest roles to Wellbeing Exeter, the
'Community Physical Activity
Organisers' (CPAO’s) have been reacting
to what's important to communities during
the lockdown.

- Active Travel – Builders fed back that

Working closely with the Community
Builders, the CPAO’s have been homing
in on conversations from Exeter’s different
neighbourhoods around being active.

safer & residents healthier.

Starting with community conversations,
they have been picking up common

feel more connected to it. Feedback

themes,ideas and exploring input
required.

Two areas they are looking to focus on
include:

residents have been enjoying safer &
quieter streets, + people are walking &
cycling more. The CPAOs are working with
Sport England Local Delivery Pilot to look
at encouraging & continuing these healthy
habits. Roads could be quieter, children

- Green Circle – a walk connecting Exeter’s
neighbourhoods. People say they have
explored it more, or for the 1st time &
suggests signage in some areas needs
improving. CPAOs can work as a bridge
between Exeter City Council & the
community to improve this.

what are we noticing...
// In Exeter, residents have been enjoying the impact of less drivers, offering quieter & safer

streets, while more residents are exploring on foot and on bike - can we keep this going as
we return to work / school / socialising?

// From Covid-19 national surveys & listening to local residents - we know people are more
physically active, getting outdoors more regularly & exploring local green spaces &
parks.
// A John Lewis Survey showed some positive behaviour
changes during isolation:
43% are gardening more
44% are doing more exercise
43% feeling closer to their local community
All resulting in more movement & connectedness,
contributing to our health & wellbeing.
// 95% of visitors to Forestry Commission sites are from
1st time visitors, showing people are exploring on foot
new outdoor spaces local to them.
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